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Background: Literature guiding the management of early-onset scoliosis consists primarily of studies with a low level of
evidence. Evaluation of clinical equipoise (i.e., when there is no known superiority among treatment modalities) allows for
prioritization of research efforts. The objective of this study was to evaluate areas of clinical uncertainty among pediatric
spine surgeons regarding the treatment of early-onset scoliosis.

Methods: Fourteen experienced pediatric spine surgeons participated in semistructured interviews to identify clinical
variables that influence decision making in the treatment of early-onset scoliosis. A series of case scenarios of 315 patients
with idiopathic and neuromuscular early-onset scoliosis was then developed to be representative of those encountered in
clinical practice. Using an online survey, eleven surgeons selected their choice of eight treatment options for each case
scenario. Associations between case characteristics and treatment choices were assessed with chi-square and logistic
regression analysis. Participants then reviewed the areas of treatment uncertainty identified in the survey, nominated
additional research questions of interest, and ranked their interest to further explore the identified research questions.

Results: Collective equipoise was identified in numerous scenarios in the survey spanning a range of ages and mag-
nitudes of scoliosis, and additional questions were identified during the nominal group technique. Areas that had the
greatest clinical uncertainty included the management of patients who have finished treatment with a growing-rod, timing
of rod-lengthening intervals, and indications for spine-based and rib-based proximal instrumentation anchors. The use of
rib anchors compared with spine-based anchors was ranked highly for consideration in future clinical trials.

Conclusions: Variability in decision making with regard to the optimum treatment of certain subsets of patients with
early-onset scoliosis reflects gaps in the available evidence. Structured consensus methods identified priorities for higher
levels of research in this area of scoliosis. Higher-level studies, including randomized trials, should focus on answering the
questions highlighted in this report.

E
arly-onset scoliosis describes a progressive three-
dimensional spinal deformity in the skeletally immature
child1. If untreated, patients may experience substantial

morbidity and severely shortened life expectancy due to car-
diopulmonary compromise2. The management of early-onset
scoliosis has evolved over the past two decades as a result of an

increased understanding of the disease process and the advent of
new treatment options. Growth-preserving surgical techniques not
involving arthrodesis, such as growing-rods, rib-based fixation
systems, guided-growth systems, and anterior vertebral staples,
represent an effort to avoid the potentially severe respiratory effects
associated with early spinal fusion, which limits spinal growth3.
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Although there is an evolving body of literature supporting
the safety and efficacy of growth-preserving strategies for early-onset
scoliosis4-7, controversy exists about what constitutes best treatment
for this heterogeneous population8-12 There are few guidelines re-
garding the specific indications, timing, and/or technique of surgical
intervention to achieve the best outcomes. The majority of the early-
onset scoliosis literature consists of Level-III and Level- IV studies;
studies with a high level of evidence do not exist9. The current
variability in care is rooted in the dearth of evidence-based medicine
guiding the treatment of this unique patient population11,12.

Randomized controlled trials are the gold standard for
evaluating the efficacy of therapeutic interventions. The success
of randomized controlled trials relies on the participation of
surgeons and subjects. Participation may be hindered in the ab-
sence of documented clinical equipoise13-16, which refers to the
condition of clinical uncertainty, in which no known superiority
exists among treatment modalities for a given condition17-19.
Clinical equipoise may exist on an individual level and/or at a
community level among a group of clinicians (termed collective
equipoise)17,20. By highlighting uncertainty with respect to the
definitive superiority of one treatment over another, equipoise
guides the ethical design and conduct of prospective research
including randomized controlled trials. Although the concept of
equipoise has been addressed in the management of adolescent
idiopathic scoliosis and spinal trauma18, no prior study, to our
knowledge, has evaluated the extent of equipoise among treat-
ment options for patients with early-onset scoliosis.

The purpose of this study was to identify areas of clinical
uncertainty and to evaluate the collective equipoise among
pediatric spine surgeons regarding the treatment of early-onset
scoliosis. Recognizing that there is substantial equipoise in
choosing among treatments for early-onset scoliosis as a result
of the lack of high-level-of-evidence studies comparing avail-
able treatment options is an important step in the development
of better evidence in this area. The present study identified
issues considered particularly controversial among surgeons
and gauged the surgeons’ willingness to participate in future
randomized controlled trials.

Materials and Methods

The institutional review board of Columbia University Medical Center ap-
proved this study.

Study Participants
Pediatric spine surgeons from the Growing Spine Study Group (GSSG) and the
Chest Wall and Spine Deformity Study Group (CWSDSG) were invited to
participate in this study. The GSSG and the CWSDSG were each established in
2002, to investigate complex pediatric spine deformity through multicenter
collaborative research. At the time of enrollment, the CWSDSG comprised
sixteen pediatric spine surgeons from eleven academic institutions and the
GSSG comprised thirty-two pediatric spine surgeons from twenty-three aca-
demic institutions. An invitation was made to all members of the GSSG and the
CWSDSG. Sixteen surgeons (33.3%) from fourteen academic institutions ex-
pressed interest and participated in this study. No compensation was provided
for their participation.

Early-Onset Scoliosis Treatment Preference Survey
During April 2010, semistructured interviews of the study participants were
conducted via telephone to identify patient-specific variables that influence
treatment decisions for children with early-onset scoliosis. Questions were based
on a systematic review of the literature on early-onset scoliosis and evolved through
each of the interviews.

The treatment preference survey for early-onset scoliosis was then
created and comprised a collection of theoretical case scenarios represen-
tative of scenarios identified in the interviews and encountered in clinical
practice. The survey consisted of 315 case scenarios, ninety-nine involving
idiopathic scoliosis and 216 involving neuromuscular scoliosis (114 with
high and 102 with low muscle tone). Cases of patients with idiopathic
scoliosis were assumed to have normal findings on magnetic resonance
imaging of the spine and varied by age, coronal curve severity, coronal
curve progression, sagittal alignment, and flexibility, except for patients
with infantile idiopathic scoliosis who were considered to have normal
thoracic kyphosis with a flexible spine and with a rib vertebral angle dif-
ference of 20�21

. Case scenarios involving neuromuscular scoliosis varied
according to the presence or absence of respiratory impairment, nutritional
status, and chest wall involvement, in addition to the variables noted above
for the cases involving idiopathic scoliosis (Table I). Changes in the variables
created the clinical differences between theoretical clinical cases composing the
survey.

Eleven surgeons were gathered to complete the Early-Onset Scoliosis
Treatment Preference Survey online through SurveyMonkey (SurveyMonkey.
com, Palo Alto, California). Participants received instructions on the completion

TABLE I Variables Included in the Early-Onset Scoliosis Treatment Preference Survey

Case Characteristic Definition of Categories

Age* 1 yr or 2, 3, 6, or 9 yr

Coronal curve severity Curve deformity of 30�, 60�, or 90� as assessed by the Cobb method

Coronal curve progression 0�, 15�, or 30� of major curve progression in the previous six months

Sagittal alignment Normokyphotic, i.e., thoracic (T2-T12) kyphosis within 20� to 55� as assessed
by the Cobb method, or hyperkyphotic, i.e., thoracic kyphosis of >55�

Flexibility Flexible, i.e., major curve corrects >33% on side-bending radiographs, or rigid,
i.e., major curve corrects £33% on side-bending radiographs

Respiratory impairment No regular ventilatory support needed, or ventilatory support needed to some degree in a normal 24-hr period

Nutritional status Normal bone stock and BMI within normal limits, or osteopenia and BMI in <10th percentile†

Chest wall involvement Chest wall deformity secondary to deformity, or primary disease process, with no chest wall involvement

*One and two-year-old categories were only for case scenarios involving idiopathic scoliosis. †BMI = body mass index.
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of the survey. All participants were allotted equal time to complete the
survey. The order of the cases was the same for each participant. For each
case scenario, participants recorded the treatment choice they believed
would lead to the best clinical outcome. Possible treatment choices in-

cluded observation, bracing, casting, rib-based distraction instrumenta-
tion, spine-based distraction instrumentation, growth guidance (e.g., the
Shilla technique), growth modulation (e.g., vertebral body stapling), and
spinal fusion

22,23
.

TABLE II Probability Values for Chi-Square Tests of Association Between Case Characteristics and Pairs of Treatment Preferences
as Well as Description of the Prediction of Treatment Choices, in Case Scenarios with Idiopathic Early-Onset Scoliosis

Treatment Preferences
(Total No. of Case Scenarios)

Predictor Variables

Age Cobb Angle
Curve

Progression Kyphosis* Flexibility*
Description of Significant

Associations

Conservative versus
conservative-distraction
equipoise† (n = 57)

0.886 <0.001 0.759 0.448 0.259 Conservative preference:
30� Cobb angle
(32/32; 100%).
Conservative-distraction
equipoise: 60� Cobb angle
(16/20; 80%) and 90�
Cobb angle (4/5; 80%)

Conservative-distraction
equipoise versus
distraction‡ (n = 46)

0.115 0.016 0.014 0.714 1.000 See Table III

Distraction versus
distraction-arthrodesis
equipoise§ (n = 36)

0.011 0.069 0.413 0.194 0.183 Distraction preference:
2, 3, 6, and 9-yr-old
patients with 60� Cobb
angle (11/12; 91.7%) and
90� Cobb angle (15/24;
62.5%).
Distraction-arthrodesis
equipoise: 9-yr-old patients
(10/20; 50%),
60� Cobb angle
(1/12; 8.3%), and
90� Cobb angle
(9/24; 37.5%)

Conservative treatments:
observation, bracing, and
observation-bracing
equipoise versus
casting-bracing equipoise
and casting§ (n = 37)

0.011 <0.001 0.389 0.478 1.000 Observation, bracing
preferences: 3, 6,
and 9-yr-old patients
(25/27; 92.6%) and
30� curve (29/32; 90.6%).
Casting-bracing
equipoise or casting
preferences:
1 or 2-yr-old patients
(6/10; 60%),
60� Cobb angle
(4/4; 100%), and
90� Cobb angle
(1/1; 100%)

Distraction treatments:
rib or spine-based
distraction
equipoise versus
spine-based†
(n = 32)

0.001 0.424 0.367 0.336 0.500 Rib or spine-based
equipoise: 2
or 3-yr-old patients
(4/4; 100%).
Spine-based distraction
preference: 6 or 9-yr-old patients
(25/28; 89.3%)

*Kyphosis and flexibility were characteristics of six and nine-year-old patients only. †One significant predictor and no further analysis necessary.
‡Significant predictors entered into a logistic regression model. §Unable to model data describing significant univariate predictors because of
large number of cells with zero frequencies and separation of the data, so predictions estimated from univariate associations.
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Analysis of Early-Onset Scoliosis Treatment Preference Survey
The eight treatment options in the survey were grouped into five categories for
initial analysis: conservative (observation, casting, or bracing), growth guid-
ance, growth modulation, distraction instrumentation methods (spine-based
or rib-based surgical constructs), and spinal arthrodesis.

The data were analyzed to identify treatment choice patterns in the data.
When hypothesizing that a particular treatment is not a clear choice, a preference
by none, one, or two surgeons would be unlikely to occur by chance and we
would accept this alternate hypothesis (p < 0.05, using the binomial distribution
test). Therefore, we set a rule that other frequencies of choice (three or more)
represented a possible or clear group choice, and selection of a treatment option
by three respondents represented the critical level required to identify a treatment
preference. One or more treatments could have been selected at this critical level.
One treatment with the critical frequency of votes or greater represented one
treatment preference, and more than one treatment each with the critical fre-
quency of votes or greater represented equipoise. Although it may appear that
three choices compared with eight choices might indicate a preference, when
tested with a binomial distribution test, the p value is 0.08057. With a p value of
>0.05 for this distribution, we accepted that a frequency of both eight and three
could be a group choice. Therefore, the results of the binomial distribution test
determined our rule, which was then applied consistently to all case scenarios.
This conservative cut-point also allowed us to be generous to the diversity of the
group of respondents who had valuable clinical experience and who were not able
to base treatment choices on studies with a high level of evidence.

Preliminary analysis found strong associations between coronal defor-
mity (Cobb angle) and treatment choice; multivariate logistic regression was
not possible because of the large number of cells with zero frequencies.
Therefore, associations between case scenario characteristics and pairs of each
type of consensus were assessed with chi-square tests and bivariate logistic
regression. A backward stepwise model using the Wald statistic was used, and
results were checked with forward stepwise modeling. Treatment choices within
the categories of conservative and distraction-based treatments were analyzed

similarly. Data were analyzed with SPSS software (version 17; SPSS, Chicago,
Illinois).

Nominal Group Process
Findings from the Early-Onset Scoliosis Treatment Preference Survey were
presented during the Fourth International Congress on Early Onset Scoliosis
and Growing Spine (ICEOS) in November 2010. Study participants then took
part in a nominal group process led by an experienced facilitator (J.D.). Con-
sensus methods gauge the extent to which a group agrees upon an issue while
avoiding the inherent biases that may exist in a purely open forum of discus-
sion. These methods are particularly useful when data are limited or conflicting
because they allow for qualitative data analysis

24
. One such technique is the

nominal group process. Originally developed in the 1960s, the nominal group
process is considered particularly useful when there may be strong disagree-
ment within the group and when participation is sought for future collabora-
tion. This technique includes structured face-to-face discussion, during which
ideas are discussed in an organized fashion, voted upon, and then ranked. The
nominal group technique has been successfully used toward a variety of means,
including assessing the appropriateness of surgical techniques

25,26
and medical

evaluation
27-29

.
Participants were asked to generate ideas for potential Level-I and II

studies in the field of early-onset scoliosis, and these ideas were compiled and
discussed openly within the group in addition to scenarios generated from the
Early-Onset Scoliosis Treatment Preference Survey. Participants rated the ex-
tent to which they believed equipoise existed for all identified scenarios and
ranked the five questions that they would be the most interested in exploring
with further research. The ranks for each of the ratings were summed to provide
a group-level result.

Source of Funding
This study was funded by the Chest Wall and Spine Deformity Research Foun-
dation, which receives support from Synthes Spine. Grant support obtained from

TABLE III Multivariate Analysis of Case Characteristics Contributing Significantly to the Prediction of Treatment Preferences
in the Final Logistic Regression Models for Idiopathic and Neuromuscular Early-Onset Scoliosis Scenarios

Significant Predictors

Treatment Preferences Entered into
Logistic Regression Model* Predictor Variable†

Odds Ratio (95%
Confidence Interval) P Value Description

Idiopathic scoliosis
Conservative-distraction
equipoise and distraction
(n = 46)

60� Cobb angle 0.12 (0.02-0.63) 0.013 Conservative-distraction equipoise: 60�
Cobb angle and no curve progression.
Distraction preference: 90� Cobb angle
and curve progression.

Progression of 0� 0.06 (0.01-0.48) 0.008

Neuromuscular scoliosis
Conservative-distraction
equipoise and distraction
(n = 114)

60� Cobb angle 0.00 (0.00-0.03) <0.001 Conservative-distraction equipoise: 60�
Cobb angle, 0� or 15� curve
progression, and kyphosis.
Distraction preference: 90� Cobb
angle, 30� curve progression, and
normokyphosis.

Progression of 0� 0.01 (0.00-0.12) <0.001
Progression of 15� 0.10 (0.02-0.39) 0.001
Normokyphosis 3.84 (1.06-13.96) 0.041

Rib-based distraction and rib
or spine-based distraction
equipoise (n = 59)

High muscle tone 5.33 (1.08-26.2) 0.039 Rib-based distraction preference:
60� Cobb angle.
Rib or spine-based distraction
preferences: high rather than
low muscle tone and 90� Cobb angle.

60� Cobb angle 0.06 (0.01-0.35) 0.001

*The second named treatment choice modeled as the event. †All significant variables in the univariate analysis were entered into the logistic
regression model and factors contributing significantly to the multivariate model are shown in the table.
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the Chest Wall and Spine Deformity Study Group funded research personnel who
organized the consensus meetings, facilitated group communication, and aided in
collecting, organizing, and analyzing data. The principal investigator receives
consulting income from the CWSDSG.

Results

Atotal of sixteen pediatric spine surgeons participated in this
study. Fourteen of the sixteen participated in semistructured

interviews, eleven completed the Treatment Preference Survey,
and fifteen were present for the nominal group process. On av-
erage, surgeons had 21.9 years (range, ten to thirty-one years) of
experience in the area of pediatric spinal deformity.

Early-Onset Scoliosis Treatment Preference Survey
For idiopathic and neuromuscular case scenarios, conservative
treatment options (i.e., observation, bracing, and casting) or
distraction instrumentation techniques (i.e., rib-based and
spine-based) were chosen most frequently, followed by growth
guidance and spinal arthrodesis. Growth modulation was rarely
selected as a treatment preference for the case scenarios pro-
vided (see Appendix).

A median of two treatments (range, one to five treat-
ments) were chosen for each case scenario, and a treatment
preference was identified for each case scenario. One treatment
preference was present with regard to the management of 64%
(sixty-three) of ninety-nine scenarios of idiopathic scoliosis and

63% (135) of 216 scenarios of neuromuscular scoliosis. In the
198 instances for which consensus was present, the treatment
choice was conservative management in 55% (109 cases), use of
distraction instrumentation techniques in 44% (eighty-eight
cases), and spinal arthrodesis in 0.5% (one case). Equipoise
between two or more treatment options was present in 37%
(117) of all 315 case scenarios. Equipoise was found between
conservative management and distraction instrumentation tech-
niques in 23% (seventy-two) of 315 case scenarios, between dis-
traction and spinal fusion in 10% (thirty-two case scenarios), and
between distraction and growth guidance in 3% (eleven case
scenarios). The Appendix summarizes the case scenarios that had
treatment consensus and the type of treatment preferred; it also
summarizes case scenarios that did not reach treatment consensus
and the alternative treatment options chosen.

Idiopathic Early-Onset Scoliosis
Details of univariate and multivariate analyses of predictors of
the treatment preferences of idiopathic case scenarios are
shown in Tables II and III and summarized here. Consensus for
conservative management was found for 30� curves. Six and
nine-year-old children with 30� curves were managed almost
exclusively with observation or bracing; the exception was a
nine-year-old child with a 30� curve and 30� of recent curve
progression, which one may argue is an unlikely scenario. For this
scenario, equipoise was found between conservative treatment

TABLE IV Probability Values for Chi-Square Tests of Association Between Case Characteristics and Pairs of Treatment Choices as Well as
Descriptions of Predictions of Treatment Preferences in Case Scenarios with Neuromuscular Early-Onset Scoliosis �

Treatment Preferences (Total
No. of Case Scenarios)

Predictor Variables

Muscle
Tone Age

Cobb
Angle

Curve
Progression Kyphosis

Conservative-distraction equipoise
versus distraction* (n = 114)

0.131 0.315 <0.001 <0.001 0.033

Distraction versus distraction-
arthrodesis equipoise† (n = 86)

0.218 <0.001 <0.001 0.412 0.239

Conservative treatments:
observation versus observation-
bracing† (n = 71)

1.000 0.491 –‡ <0.001 0.803

Distraction treatments: rib or spine-
based equipoise versus
rib-based distraction* (n = 59)

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.067

*Significant predictors entered into the logistic regression model. †Unable to model data describing significant univariate predictors because of
large number of cells with zero frequencies and separation of the data, so predictors estimated from univariate associations. ‡All case scenarios
managed conservatively had a 30� curve.
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and growth modulation. Distraction instrumentation was the
treatment of choice for 60� curves with recent curve progres-
sion. In cases with consensus for distraction-based treatments,
younger children were treated with rib or spine-based dis-
traction and older children were treated with spine-based
distraction. However, uncertainty was also found in this
population. There was uncertainty as to whether conservative
management versus distraction techniques would lead to
better outcomes in children with 60� curves without recent
curve progression. Furthermore, for one and two-year-old
children with 60� curves with no recent progression who
were being treated conservatively with casting or bracing,
uncertainty existed with regard to whether casting versus
bracing was preferable. Distraction instrumentation was the
treatment of choice for 90� curves with recent curve progression.
However, controversy existed among these treatments, as case
scenarios in which equipoise was found between distraction and
spinal arthrodesis techniques were also more likely to be nine-
year-old children with 90� curves. Equipoise was also found
between distraction and growth guidance in five case scenarios, in
which all children were six years old with a 90� curve (Tables II
and III).

Neuromuscular Early-Onset Scoliosis
Details of univariate and multivariate analyses of predictors of
the treatment preferences for neuromuscular case scenarios are
shown in Tables III and IV and summarized here. All case
scenarios involving children with a 30� curve were treated
conservatively (observation or bracing). Cases of children with
a 30� curve with no recent progression were only observed,

whereas those that had curve progression of 15� or 30� over the
previous six months were treated with observation or bracing
(Table IV). In comparisons of cases with equipoise between
conservative and distraction-based treatments, cases for which
there was a preference for distraction-based treatment were
characterized by a 60� curve with no or little progression and
hyperkyphosis (Table III). Further examination of the indi-
vidual case-scenario data found preferences for distraction and
growth guidance for three scenarios involving three-year-old
children with high muscle tone, a 90� curve, and recent curve
progression. Cases with high treatment equipoise between
distraction and arthrodesis were older (nine years) and had 90�
curves and respiratory involvement compared with cases in
which distraction instrumentation was the preferred treatment
(normokyphotic and recent progression) (Tables III and IV).

Further analysis demonstrated consensus for spine-based
distraction in only three of the sixty-two cases treated with
distraction techniques. Assessment of the predictors for the
remaining fifty-nine case scenarios showed that high muscle
tone and a larger Cobb angle predicted equipoise between rib
and spine-based distraction instrumentation relative to case
scenarios in which the consensus was for rib-based distraction.
The case characteristics associated with equipoise between
treatments are shown as research questions in Table V.

Nominal Group Process Results
Aside from the research questions referenced above, six addi-
tional research questions were generated through the initial
round of the nominal group process to give a total of seventeen
scenarios in which a high level of equipoise was found among

TABLE IV (continued)

Predictor Variables

Description of Significant
AssociationsFlexibility

Respiratory
Impairment

Nutritional
Status

Chest Wall
Involvement

0.126 0.133 0.493 0.119 See Table III

0.346 0.005 0.595 0.488 Distraction: 3, 6, and 9-yr-old patients;
60� Cobb angle (21/21; 100%); and
no respiratory involvement (27/30; 90%).
Distraction-arthrodesis equipoise: 9-yr-old
patients (24/34; 70.6%), 90� Cobb angle
(24/65; 36.9%), and respiratory
involvement (21/56; 37.5%).

0.319 0.038 0.322 0.322 Observation: 0� curve progression
(20/24; 83.3%) and no respiratory
involvement (34/45; 75.6%).
Observation-bracing equipoise: 15�
curve progression (20/24; 83.3%),
30� curve progression (23/23; 100%), and
respiratory involvement (13/26; 50%).

0.360 0.205 0.524 0.100 See Table III
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TABLE V Areas of Collective Equipoise Presented as Research Questions, Percentage of Surgeons Who Perceived Individual
Equipoise for Each Question, and the Ranking of Interest to Pursue Level-I or II Studies*

Research Questions Based on Identified
Areas of Collective Equipoise

Percentage of
Surgeons Who

Perceived Individual
Equipoise

No. of
Votes

Sum of
Ranks Rank

1. In children >12 yr old who have finished lengthenings
of distraction-based treatments, should we observe,
remove growing constructs, or perform arthrodesis?

73.33 12 43 1

2. In 3 to 6-yr-old children with severe kyphosis,
should we use rib or spine-based distraction?

66.67 8 30 2

3. In children <9 yr old with idiopathic scoliosis and
curves of >60�, what should the lengthening
intervals be?

80.00 9 28 3

4. In 2 to 3-yr-old children with idiopathic scoliosis
and 90� curves, should we use spine or rib-based
distraction?

66.67 9 24 4

5. In 9-yr-old children with idiopathic scoliosis and 30�
to 40� curves that have progressed 30� (in last six
months), should we treat conservatively, use growth
modulation, or other?

64.29 7 21 5

6. In children with high muscle tone who have neuromuscular
scoliosis with 90� curves and are able to walk but have
pelvic obliquity, should we use pelvic or nonpelvic fixation?

66.67 7 19 6

7. In 3 to 9-yr-old children with idiopathic scoliosis with 60�
curves should we treat conservatively or use distraction-based
techniques?

57.14 5 17 7

8. In 1 to 2-yr-old children with idiopathic scoliosis and 60�
curves, should we use bracing or casting?

53.33 4 13 8

9. In 9-yr-old children with 90� curves, should we use distraction
(rib or spine-based) or arthrodesis?

35.71 4 9 9

10. In 1 to 3-yr-old children with idiopathic scoliosis and 30�
curves, should we treat with observation or casting?

78.57 3 7 10

11. In 9-yr-old children with neuromuscular scoliosis who have
70� curves, pelvic obliquity, and severe cardiac comorbidity,
what is the best treatment?

61.54 2 6 11

12. In 3 to 9-yr-old children with neuromuscular scoliosis, should
the distal fixation for rib-based distraction be screws or hooks?

28.57 1 3 12

13. In children with neuromuscular scoliosis and 60� curves
that have not recently progressed, should we treat
conservatively or use distraction?

60.00 1 2 13

14. In 5-yr-old children with idiopathic scoliosis who have
60� curves and normal kyphosis, should the upper foundation
of spine-based distraction be T2-T3 or T4-T5?

57.14 2 2 13

15. In children with high muscle tone and neuromuscular
scoliosis with 90� curves that have progressed 15� to 30�
(in last six months), should we use rib or spine-based
distraction?

53.33 1 1 15

16. In children with neuromuscular scoliosis and 30� curves that
have progressed 15� to 30� (in last six months), should we treat
with observation or bracing?

40.00 0 0 16

17. In any child with scoliosis requiring distal spinal
fixation, should the construct end at the pelvis on lumbar
spine only?

30.00 0 0 16

*Research questions identified in the Early-Onset Scoliosis Treatment Preference Survey are shown in bold.
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available treatment options (Table V). The majority of study
participants perceived individual equipoise for eleven iden-
tified scenarios (mean, 65%; range, 30.0% to 78.6%). The
ranking of research questions as determined by the number of
votes and sum of ranks is also included in Table V.

Discussion

This study is the first, to our knowledge, to evaluate the
extent of equipoise in the pediatric orthopaedic community

for the management of early-onset scoliosis. Overall, conser-
vative and distraction-based surgical techniques predominated
clinical management, while growth modulation was utilized
sparingly over the array of clinical scenarios evaluated. This
trend may reflect surgeons’ opinions regarding the merits of
each technique or may reflect differing levels of perceived
comfort with each technique. Coronal deformity and patient
age were consistently among the most important patient
variables influencing the treatment choice by surgeons. For
instance, spinal arthrodesis was chosen exclusively for case
scenarios involving older (nine-year-old) patients. This likely
represents knowledge of the poor outcomes reported fol-
lowing arthrodesis prior to cardiopulmonary maturation30.

Randomized controlled trials represent the gold standard
of evidence-based medicine, yet they have been used in only a
small portion of the contemporary orthopaedic literature31,32.
While this number is increasing in the field of orthopaedic
surgery, the quality of these studies is often poor33,34. Evalua-
tion of treatment preferences as a part of the assessment of
equipoise is a fundamental requirement for the ethical ran-
domization to treatment choices and therefore represents a
necessary prerequisite when planning studies with a higher
level of evidence35.

Our study identified areas in which it may be difficult to
justify a trial on ethical grounds because of overwhelming
preference for a treatment group. This was particularly true
concerning the treatment of patients with small degrees of
spinal deformity in whom preference tended to be conservative
regardless of patient age, etiology, or comorbid condition(s). It
is important to note that additional analysis among the con-
servative treatments found that randomization of various
conservative treatment modalities, such as casting compared
with bracing, could be ethical within subgroups of this popu-
lation, particularly younger patients with infantile idiopathic
scoliosis.

Collective equipoise was present for over one-third of all
case scenarios that were queried in this survey. This finding was
not surprising, considering the dearth of existing literature as
well as the variability in decision making with regard to early-
onset scoliosis that has been previously reported9,11,12. Superi-
ority of one treatment choice over another for these scenarios
was not identified.

The nominal group process identified four clinical con-
troversies that would be particularly amenable to studies with a
higher level of evidence. These included questions regarding
conservative treatment versus distraction-based surgery in
patients with idiopathic early-onset scoliosis of moderate de-

formity; rib versus spine-based distraction instrumentation
for three to six-year-old patients with progressive early-onset
scoliosis and hyperkyphosis; spinal arthrodesis or observation
for patients more than twelve years old who had completed the
lengthening process with distraction instrumentation con-
structs; and the use of distraction-based expandable constructs
compared with spinal arthrodesis in nine-year-old patients
with early-onset scoliosis of all etiologies. To our knowledge, no
prior studies have examined any of these scenarios with either
cohort or randomized designs, perhaps because of the lack of
documented consensus regarding the high extent of equipoise
among these treatment options.

Many of the controversies identified were of a broad
spectrum, by design. Uncertainty exists regarding nuances of
surgical constructs with similar mechanisms of action. Future
research should focus on exploring these differences. Innova-
tion has blurred some of the traditional differences between
modalities. For example, rib-based fixation is now performed
with multiple implant systems, and spine-based fixation is used
with systems initially used for rib anchors. Some of the ques-
tions generated in the nominal group process reflected these
areas of uncertainty.

The identification of clinical equipoise is difficult because
it requires surgeons to accept uncertainty and to communicate
that professional uncertainty to colleagues and patients31. In the
absence of higher-level clinical studies, expert panel discussion
and feedback through a nominal group process allowed us to
address the concept of clinical equipoise by assessing treatment
preferences. This was a critical component of this study in
order to achieve surgeon willingness to participate in future
research efforts. Other unique challenges to randomized con-
trolled trials for surgical interventions include difficulty in
blinding and difficulty in standardizing operative techniques
among participating surgeons and centers34,36-38. A heteroge-
neous patient population, a high pace of device and technique
development, and the lack of a standardized outcomes assess-
ment represent additional, but not insurmountable, challenges
toward studies with a higher level of evidence in the field of
early-onset scoliosis.

Some of the limitations of this study are inherent to the
qualitative nature of the consensus-building process. First, the
study participation was limited to a small group of clinicians
who are members of study groups whose focus is to investigate
complex pediatric spine deformity. Although the number of
participants is relatively small, they possess extensive experi-
ence with the nonsurgical and surgical management options
encompassed by this study. Another limitation to our study is
that, in the treatment preference survey, discrete values were
utilized for variables such as age and Cobb angle measurement.
As such, extrapolation outside these values is uncertain. Con-
genital and syndromic forms of early-onset scoliosis were not
included, and extrapolation of our findings to these etiologies
may not be possible. Additionally, some variables, such as
respiratory function, were included as binary variables, when in
reality, the severity of comorbid conditions may be measured on
a continuous scale.
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In conclusion, this study utilized a formal consensus-
building process to evaluate the extent of equipoise among
preferences across a range of hypothetical clinical scenarios
of early-onset scoliosis. These results can be used to focus
priorities for much-needed higher levels of research in this
area.

Appendix
A table showing case scenarios that did and did not have
treatment consensus and the type of treatment(s) pre-

ferred as well as a figure demonstrating the distribution of
treatment choices selected in the Early-Onset Scoliosis Treat-
ment Preference Survey for idiopathic and neuromuscular
scoliosis case scenarios are available with the online version of
this article as a data supplement at jbjs.org. n
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